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2) Pressure exerted by liquid: a) Pressure exerted by liquids at the bottom depends on the height of the 
 liquid columns. The pressure of the liquids increases with the increase in depth. b) Liquids exerts equal 
 pressure at the same depth. c) Pressure depends on density and gravitational force

Height matters! The pressure of water that comes from tap is high in 
ground floor than the top floor even though it is near to the water tank. Why? 
This simple experiment demonstrates how pressure increases with depth. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jS3OlpHCRLk

Fat bottle and lean bottle Experiment! Conceptual Physics by Paul G 
Hewitt. This experiment uses 2 bottles – 1 liter and 5 liter to demonstrate 
that the pressure at the same depth is the same. The average pressure on 
walls depends on average depth and not on volume.

Cartesian Driver ! How does a submarine work?  Well ! why not we make small 
submarines using match stick heads and a bottle of water. Let’s make the match 
stick heads sink, raise or hover at a level by varying the pressure applied on the 
bottle. Yes, it is time to play…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YcrbtDQGk3s

1) The effectiveness of the force applied depends on the area on which it is acting. 

Which is stronger Paper or Stick? The Atmospheric pressure 
that acts on the newspaper pushes it down. This experiment 
demonstrates how as the surface area of the newspaper 
increases it becomes so much difficult for a stick to push it up! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wuSSe0AQO0k

Sleeping on nails - The person is able to control his chi 
energy which enables him to sleep on a bed of nails…Well 
not really! It’s his knowledge of physics concept of pressure 
that allows him to sleep. Look at the video to find out more... 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ik5Lu9T-7Fc
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3) A pressure change occurring anywhere in a confined incompressible fluid is transmitted throughout 
 the fluid such that the same change occurs everywhere. (Pascal’s Law)

4) Pressure exerted by this air column is known as the atmospheric pressure.

5) The pressure of a given mass of an ideal gas is inversely proportional to its volume at a constant 
 temperature. (Boyle's law)

Balloon in a Bottle - How do our lungs work? Using a bottle and a balloon 
this video demonstrates how the pressure difference makes the air 
move in to balloon just like how it enters our lungs when we breathe in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_CXd2h5O8OU

Candle Jar experiment - This experiment challenges the misconception 
that the water raises in the glass jar due to the consumption of oxygen by the 
flame of the candle. The observation of the time when the water raises will 
prove it wrong. Then how does the water raises? Again is it play of pressure? 
Watch the video to find out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCMax4gZEoc

Balloon  in  Jar  -  Watch this video to find out how the balloon is sucked 
in to the jar by the difference in the pressure created by the cooling of the 
expanded air in the jar. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkGoG9g1QX4


